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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to talk about two projects where our ombud has worked closely together with other organisation. The first is a verry happy marriage… going on it’s fourth year, stronger than ever.The other is a more unstable «opposites attract relationship», where our partner has taken out various forms of divorce-like seperation.. Not once.. But twice… But we’re still trying…
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PROJECT 1: Stop femicides 

 Partnership between the ombud and the 
shelter house movement’s head quarter  
 Annual campaign as part of «16 days» 
 Goal: to prevent femicides  

• by getting more people to speak out 
• by demanding action from the government 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But let’s start with the happiest one…: THE PROJECT AGAINST GENDER BASED VILOENCE AND FEMICIDESThe Norwegian ombud has for four years been running an annual campaign against gender based violence and femicides (women who are killed by their partner og ex-partner) together with the shelter house movement, or more specifically, their national secretariate/ head quarter.The campaign is part of the international campaign 16 days of action against violence against women», which I guess many of you are involved in in different ways as well. And the goal is to prevent femicides by getting more people to speak out against GBVby demanding action from the government
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Prevent Femicide – our agenda 

• An independent investigation unit to analyze all 
femicides to indentfy weaknessen in the public 
services 

• Convince local authorities to work actively to 
strengthen the communication and cooperation 
between all the parts of the public service (police, 
doctors, shelter house, teachers…) 

• Targetting the police, demanding increased use of 
electronic monitoring of  perpetrators and more 
effective prosecution 
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- Webpage 
- Facebookpage 
- Twitteraccount 
- Political meetings 
- Political advocacy 
- Regional shelter house meetings with 

local authorities, police, ERs etc 
- Extensive media coverage 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main campaign elements
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 Tauhset tar liv 2016_eng_sub_burnedin 
(1).mp4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is a difficult topic to communicate, . It is a fine balance between not a topic that is very easy to «like» on facebook, and yetit has been one of our biggest success stories… There are many reasons for that
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Why does it work? 

 A real two-way partnership with civil 
society 
 MONEY: It is funded by the government, 

officially led by the shelter house 
secretariate, with the ombud as 
«professional partner» 
 Started small: From a signed letter in 2013 

to a 50 000 euro-campaign in 2016. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of very few real two-way partnership with civil society.. I don’t know how it is in your countries, but at least in our office, we TALK a lot about the importance of working together with civil society and NGOs, but we don’t reall DO it that much.. Sure.. We have some expert groups and focus groups anfd meeting points where we ask them for imput, f ex on our reports to UN, but we very seldom work side by side with them. In this project we do. It is a state funded project where we are equal partners. And where working together has true benefits for both sides:For the ombud, it gives us the oportunity to run an expensive campaign on a very important subject, even if it is not explicitly mentioned in our mandate. We cannot apply for extra government funding to do campaigns like these, but NGOs can. And by working together with them on this topic, instead of on our own, we were able to prioritize a topic in a way we would never have been able to without the extra money. For the shelter house movement, it offers a chance to get muscle power, from a big organisation with law experts, communication experts and other experts they don’t have budgets to employ. WIN/WIN!3. The third thing that really made this project work, is the way we have been able to get more funding and by that were able to higher our ambitions each year. We started out in 2013 with a 5000 euro budget, an undersite on the ombud’s own website (basically a really long and boring article, written by our legal experts), and an advocacy letter to the government. In 2016 we had a 50 000 euro budget and were able to make expensive films (like the one I showed you), pay for ads on facebook and arrange meetings in small (expensive to get to) towns in more remote parts of Norway.
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Why does it work cont.. 

 Popular project within our organisation 
 Long lasting relationship = easier to pull in 

the same direction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. GBV is a topic that a lot of us working at the ombud care a lot about.. So from day one we have had several passionate advocates on our side, people that has helped us by telling their heads of department why we should give this project priority. That has helped us getting the project into our long term strategic plans and annual plans… And they have also helped us out in nov/december, when we have really busy days….5. We started small… easy for our leaders to say yes.. Especially as it was externally funded. 6. Long lasting relationship: We have been working so closely together on the same topic for so many years, that we are now practically one organisation during the campaign period. The first two years there where loads of discussions about which words to use, which pictures were too stigmatizing, which channels should be prioritized etc… This year we agreed on almost anything.. And even when we didn’t, we trusted each other.For example: In this year’s campaign we disagreed on which message should be printed on boards and flyers. After discussing back and forth, the shelter house movement sent us a message saying; ok guys, you are the communication experts.. If you think this is a better message, we og for your suggestion. Big moment that would never have happened if we haven’t used the three previous years to build a trusting relationship
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The parent project 

 Partnership between the ombud and Virke, 
on of Norway’s biggest employer’s 
organisation 
 On and off-relationship since 2015 
 Goal: Reduce pregnancy discrimination 

and encourage more dad’s to take out 
parental leave in Virke-firms. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The value of such a strust based relationship becomes very clear when it is compared to one of our other partnership.. where there certainly isn’t a lot of trust left.. Not from our side.. Nor from theirs… But it is also a harder partnership to succeed withCause while working together with the shelter house movement was like sleeping with your partner… the next project was sleeping with the enemy… It was us working together with the employer’s organisation Virke.Virke is one of the biggest Enterprise Federations in Norway and organizes and represents over 20 000 businesses, most of them in trade, travel, technology and service.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It started in 2015, when the ombud did a big campaign on discrimination against pregnant women and people on parental leave. It consisted of five big elements: 
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5 campaign elements 
1. A survey to document the discrimination 
2.  Information to expecting parents and 

pregnant women 
3. Trainings and workshops for employees and 

unions  
4. A best practice guide and lectures for 

employers and employer’s organizationson  
5. A communication campaign to reach 

politicians and a broader audience 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A large survey to document to what extent people experienced such discrimination (50% women, 20% men confirmed)Information to expecting parents and pregnant women in blogs/online parent foras and Mother/child health care centresTrainings and workshops for employees and unions on what to do if they/their members experience such discriminationA best practice guide and lectures for employers and employer’s organizationson how to prevent discriminationA communication campaign to reach politicians and a broader audience through media and social media (mainly facebook)Unfortunately, it is all in Norwegian, and I don’t have time to og og into details on the different elements, as this is not the topic today, but I would like to stress three strategic things we did that might be worth considering for others
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Two strategic choices that 
worked…and one I would change 
 Make a survey 
 Partner up with people an lean on their 

credibility/audience 
 Video… not photos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The survey was really useful.. Both at landing media attention and at getting the politicians to care about the topic..  Since the numbers where quite severe, it was also very useful when convincing unions and emplyers why they needed to «waste time» on this topic. A thorough survey gives you the documentation and legitimicy you need for people that don’t agree with you to take you seriously.Partner up with people that have more credibility than you have. This was the main reason we wanted a partnership with the employers’ organisations like Virke in the first place: Cause obviously, their member businesses listen more to them than a «feminist biased ombud». But it was also really useful to partner up with the unions.. Who helped us fill up the trainings really quickly by spreading the words in their own channels..  In the communication campaign we also partnered up with a famous Norwegian cartoonist/storyteller with her own column in Norway’s biggest newspaper. She haden’t done much work on this topic before, but did a great job, and helped us reach audiences that doesn’t normally think about this topic.The thing we would definitely need to change if we did it again, was the lack of animations/gifs and videos. We did a lot of photos/memes/cartoons etc, but just a handful of videos. Taking facebooks algoritms into account, which now gives video much higher reach than other posts… we would have had to do build the campaign much more around videos if we were to repaet it now.	
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 http://www.ldo.no/forebygg/i-arbeidslivet/inspirasjon/  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But back to our PARTNERSHIP WITH THE ENEMYBefore the campaign we reached out to Virke and other employer’s organisations, asking them to work together with us on one of the five elements: the online best practices manual and the trainings of employers.This is a print screen of the manual… It has short video interviews with famous leaders in Norway, (the woman you see at the top is the director of Virke, but we also had interviews with the prime minister, leaders of famous businesses and the ombud herself)It also had a list of smart solutions to common problems from real businesses, a list of common mistakes employers should avoid (based on real cases from the ombud’s legal work) and a «test your business – are you a pregnancy friendly employer»As you can see, we chose quite a positiv angel to the problem.. To get them on board.. And it worked…They were quite positive for a long time… They contributed to the manual with videos and interviews, and promised to link to it /spread the information about trainings in their own channels /website nesletter)…. 

http://www.ldo.no/forebygg/i-arbeidslivet/inspirasjon/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
until we started with the communication campaign.. ..When the media coverage exploded and the ads took over SOME… they pulled out… saying the timing was wrong, and they could no longer support part of our campaign when they disagreed with elements in the communication’s campaign (You know.. The usual stuff: «You are exaggerating the numbers in the survey (we were not), «you need to say most employer’s are doing a good job (they are not) etc..)So in february 2015, Virke and the ombud’s first divorce took place. They said they needed space, where moving out and needed time to think if.. and how the relationship could continue
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New start 2016 

 Create a collection of measures and 
information that Virke’s businesses can 
use to 
• Reduce discrimination because of pregnancy 

and parental leave 
• Encourage more men to take longer parental 

leave 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we gave them time..  And at the end of 2016 they were ready to start up again… We now work together with Virke to do the same as we tried in 2015: build an information package with suggested ways their businesses can work to (read foil)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together with Virke, we agreed that we need a flagship business. A famous business that people wouldn’t expect to promote these things, that could inspire other businesses to follow in their footsteps…And we found one. Or at least we thought so. The Norwegian branch of a big, international accounting firm (And just to show you how sensitive this stuff is.. They have specifically told me I cannot use their name, so… if I forget myself, which I most certainly will.. Just pretend not to hear it)And after some back and forth, a meeting was set up.
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Disagreed on the methods 

 The accounting firm wanted us to present 
a list of measures they could consider 
 The ombud wanted a workshop, where 

both parts looked at challenges and 
possible solutions together 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wasn’t very involved with this part of the project, but I know the accounting firm won… and we agreed to present a listTwo people from our office (one of our experts on employment and one of our press officers), two people from Virke and five people from the firm attended this meeting (not the director, but the level below was present)I talked to the press officer after the meeting, and she thought it went really well. They had expressed interest and were very willing to listen and learn, even though no partnership was «formalized» (no signing of papers or anything.)So our people were quite optimistic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until this message came three weeks ago. The firm thanked us for our imput, but said they felt it was wrong to form a partnership with us (go out publicly with us in SOME and/or other media.One week after that, they had a press release bragging about their new policy to get more men to take longer parental leave. Our ideas all the way. No mention of our name.The people involved felt really betrayed.. .I understand why, but I still think it can be discussed if that necesarily means it was an unsucesful partnership. If our goal is to get more men to take out parental leave, then it is some kind of victory that a big accounting firm publically commits to work on this topic… even if they don’t want our name on it? I’d love to hear your thoughts on that, but before we do, I just want to rush through what I see as other lessons learned from this project
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Lessons learned from the 2015-
partnership 
 Don’t try to get people to sign up for a long 

time partnership while campaigning against 
their interests… Build alliances with enemies 
when the seas are calmer. 

 Don’t be too afraid to disagree on 
topics..Most organisations understand that 
we have different roles, and can disagree on 
topics without burning bridges completely.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first goes all the way back to the beginning in 2015 (read point 1)BUT.. And this is just as important: Don’t be too afraid to burn bridges. That happens a lot more seldom than you think. After our first campaign in 2015, a lot of people in our organisation said Virke and the other employer’s will NEVER come back.. I was quite convinced of the oposite: Most big organisations understand that we have different roles, and can disagree on topics without burning bridges completely. They will come back when the storm sets, even if they say they won’t
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Lessons learned in 2017 

 Don’t give away your best ideas before 
people commit, unless you are 
comfortable with others «stealing» them 
 Lower your expectations when partnering 

up with the discriminating side.  
 Maybe you can get better results if you 

stay in the shadows? 
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Questions to the group 
 Have you had any successful or unsuccessful 

partnership that you would like to share? 
 Is it, in your experience, possible to have true 

partnerships with «the discriminating side» 
 Are our expectations to high? Is it good 

enough that our partners export our ideas? 
Should we really expect them to stand side 
by side with us publically? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s all I have! I have suggested some questions on my last foil, but that was just to get the discussion going. Are there any questions to my presentation?
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